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Implications of factor analysis

Empirical asset pricing has identified a number of “factors” affecting
the cross-section of stock returns.
Basic Premise: There is predictable variation in the cross section of
asset returns, linked to underlying “factors”.
Best known example: The Fama and French 3 factor model [Fama
and French, 1996]
Given that we accept the factors as true:
A portfolio manager should incorporate information about factors
into asset allocation.



Going from factors to investment strategies

If we think that factors represent compensation for some
(economically motivated) risk exposure, need to bring that
information into portfolio decisions.

I Ideally: Map investment desires into a portfolio reflecting
those desires.
For example, if one is a long term investor saving for
retirement, may want to load up on factors representing
inflation risk.



Going from factors to investment strategies

I If we don’t necessarily believe in equilibrium: Use the factors
to generate additional returns relative to a benchmark.
For example: the “size” effect →

I “Long” investors measured relative to the market portfolio:
underweight large companies, overweight small companies.
Implementation problem:

I Identifying exposures
I Choice of what “factors” to incorporate into portfolio building.
I Correctly combine the selected factors into adjusted weights.



Going from factors to investment strategies

I Creating new assets isolating factor exposures.
Recent creations: ETF’s (Exchange Traded Funds)
“Long/Short” portfolio isolating one factor.



Smart Beta

Smart Beta is a recent buzzword in the investment business.
With the background of the historical development of factors just
given, a number of insights will strike you if you read some industry
literature selling “Smart Beta”, such as the brochure produced by
BlackRock: Smart Beta: Defining the opportunity and solutions,
available at BlackRock’s homepage. (link from the web page with
the talk)



Smart Beta

Smart beta rely on the same maintained assumption of different
sources of risk in the crossection of asset returns.
So what are they selling? – Some examples (they are naturally not
all that specific).

I “Long only smart beta strategies replicating a published
benchmark” i.e. a way of getting as close to some benchmark
(e.g. SMB) as possible without short positions in the portfolio.

I “Long/Short strategies” (presumably getting much closer to
the academic factors.)

I Advising, to provide customers a combination of smart beta
products suited for their needs.



Smart Beta

Smart Beta Factors included
I Equity: Value, Momentum, Size, Quality, Low Vol
I Fixed Income: Carry, Curve, Convexity, Momentum
I Currency: Carry, Value, Momentum
I Commodities: Carry, Momentum



Smart Beta

What do they claim their customers are using smart beta for?
I Complementing traditional passive strategies
I Complementing traditional active strategies
I Implementing Investment Views
I Forming Completion Strategies



Quant shop

To actually implement smart beta type products, it should be
obvious that one needs to have some of the features of a quant
shop.

I Data,
I Computers,
I Technicians.



Further Reading

I Andrew Ang [2014].
I Lasse Heje Pedersen Pedersen [2015].
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